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Serif Otterburn 

Stewart Reeder  
Financial Services 

and Insurance 

Hitachi is the 7th largest technology group in the world. They combine advanced information technology with                

operating technology to resolve issues faced by society. This includes making cities, business and people               

interconnected and smarter, thereby transforming risk. Insurers need to understand and utilise this new scale of                

data so they can calculate risk appropriately. 

@HIT_Consulting 
Li: hitachi-consulting 

hitachiconsulting.com 

 

Chris Gill 
Divisional Head of 

Risk Solutions 

QBE Insurance Group Limited is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange, is one of the top 20 global insurance                   

and reinsurance companies as measured by net earned premium and has operations in over 30 countries. 

@QBEeo 
Li: qbe 

qbeeurope.com 

 

Stephen Chadwick 

MBA FIoD 
CEO 

Shepherd’s automated technology provides total risk management. Using preemptive maintenance and risk            

management analytics to reduce property and compliance risks, they improve the operational efficiency and              

sustainability of the built environment.  

@ShepherdNet 
Li: shepherdnet 

shepherd.fm 

 

Mark Dennis 
European CEO 

Digital Partners collaborates closely with insurance start-ups and digital verticals, working with them to develop               

scalable and sustainable insurance businesses. They operate with a global mandate to build a more engaging                

insurance proposition. They  aim to be the fastest and most flexible insurance partner for digital disruptors. 

@MunichRe 
Li: munich-re 

munichre.com 

Nikolaus Sühr 
CEO & Founder 

KASKO provides InsurTech as a Service, enabling insurers to turn insurance products from idea or paper to digital,                  

plug-and-play ready solutions in 4-6 weeks. They are currently working with 15+ insurers in 5 countries with 40+                  

active products and their customers include the likes of Allianz, Baloise, Swiss Re and Zurich. 

@KaskoLtd 
Li: kasko-tech 
www.kasko.io 

Damion Thompson 
Insurance Lead 

Google’s mission is to organize the world‘s information and make it universally accessible and useful. It is an                  

American multinational technology company that specializes in Internet-related services and products, which            

include online advertising technologies, search engine, cloud computing, software, and hardware.  

@Google 
Li: google 

google.com 

 

 Craig Oliver 
VP of Tech Stuff 

Genasys is an Insurance Technology provider to the Insurer, MGA and Broker markets. Their offering ranges from                 

full Policy and Claims admin, to collections, payments, document management and MIS. With 100 staff in 3                 

offices, and clients throughout Africa, UK and Australasia, they pride themselves with quick to deploy products,                

zero code tools and ReST APIs, and time on budget delivery model. 

  
@GenasysTech 

Li: genasys-technologies 
Genasystech.co.uk  

Michael Flanagan  
CEO & Founder 

Xtract brings motor claims into the 21st century. They aggregate data to visualise claims enabling automated and                 

more accurate decision-making on driver liability, vehicle damage, bodily injury triage and fraud. This reduces               

operational costs, lower indemnity spend and dramatically speed up decision making. 

Li: xtract360 
xtract360.com 
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